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Reproscan 5000 Copy Scanner 
At the recent MacWorld show Heyden and Sons un

veiled a new high resolution scanner capable of scanning a 
35 mm slide at 5000 dpi, up to a maximum AO size at 150 
dpi! Set up as in copy camera style with a baseboard, 
neutral colour lights and an overhead 'camera' it is unlike 
any other scanner on the market It uses a Nikon bayonet 
fitting lens (an f1.8 50mm lens is supplied but any bayonet 
lens will do) and has a small 1" diameter stepper head to 
scan the copy. Extras include backlight unit, hardware 
compression unit for line art and a colour module. It needs 
to be carefully set up using the spirit levels built into the 
copyboard and scanner head and installated on a solid 
surface to eliminate vibrations. You will also need plenty 
of RAM to handle the scanning process (16-20mb). Scan
ning resolutions are as follows 

AO 150 dpi 
A3 40dpi 
A4 600dpi 
A5 1000dpi 
35mm 5000 dpi 

It is claimed that microfilm can be scanned and en
larged at no loss of detail and of course three dimensional 
objects can be scanned. The standard scanner operates in 
line-art or 256 grey scales modes and saves in TIFF,RIFF, 
PICT, EPSF ,PAINT and Postscript formats. Pixel retouch
ing is not included in the software as it is unnecessary at the 
resolutions used The price? £8325.00 +VAT with Mac 
interface (no education discount). Contact Heyden and 
Sons for more information (01-203-5171). 

Illustrator Tips 
1. When producing area for shading it is often difficult 

to select the right linework to fill. A useful technique is to 
place a single point within the area as a 'handle' and group 
it with the surrounding linework. It then becomes straight
forward to select, hide or lock that area by clicking on the 
'handle' without searching several layers of line work where 
common boundaries are superimposed. It also becomes 
very easy to see which areas have been created when joining 
linework together to form areas for shading 

2. Do you make usepofthe multiple window facility? 
If you are working at extreme magnification it is often 
difficult to know where you are on a piece of artwork! The 
answer is to make another window as an overview of the 
artwork and place it at the top of your screen or if you have 
another monitor use that screen instead. A quick glance is 
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all that is needed to orient yourself without having to zoom 
out and zoom in again. 

3. Do you wish you could scroll your artwork without 
moving the cursor off your artwork, especially on 19" or 
21" monitors? You can with the aid of Apple's Macro
Maker. Open a piece of artwork and set MacroMaker to 
record. Then click once as close as possible to the required 
scroll arrow in the grey scrolling area. Now stop recording 
and save the macro with a suitable name. On an extended 
keyboard you can save an up scroll to the 'Page up' key, a 
down scroll to the 'Page down' key, a left scroll to the 
'Home' key and a right scroll to the 'End' key. Now you 
can scroll using one or a combination of keys without 
moving the mouse. 

4. To produce railway line styles you can sandwich 
linework together with different attributes to produce the 
desired effect. 

Example 1 --------------· 
Example 2 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Example 1 shown here uses 2 lines overlaid as follows 
i 4 point black line 
ii 3 point black pecked line of 3 and 10 

Example 2 uses 2 overlaid lines 
i 4 point black pecked line of 1 and 10 
ii 1 point black line 
5. An extremely useful feature is the Snap to point 

feature, accessed in the preferences dialogue box (com
mand K). With this you can create grids which allow the 
easy placement of symbols or linework accurately without 
having to zoom in or read off from the rulers. A simple 
example would be the placement of circles at grid points as 
shown here. 

a) To create the grid 
The initial grid point was made using the pen tool. This 

was then duplicated and placed at the next grid intersection 
by first selecting the point and, with your fmger on the 
option key, choosing the arrow tool. This brings up a 
dialogue box which enables you to specify horizontal or 
vertical (or angled) moves in ruler units (inches, points or 
cm). You enter the required values and click on the copy 
button. Simply pressing <command D> as many times as 
necessary creates one row (or column) of the grid. Next 
you select these grid points and once again select the arrow 
tool, with your finger on the option key. You ftll in the 
details as before, click copy and then and <command D> 
as necessary. Use this technique to create a rectangular 
grid. For non rectangular grids simplay select and delete 
the unwanted grid points afterwards. 
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b) Position the symbols 
Using a circle or square tool automatically creates the 

centre 'handle' essential to stage two. If you create any 
other symbol then group with it a 'handle' at the desired 
centre of the graphic or text You now drag the symbol by 
the centre 'handle' to the required grid point Once you are 
within 2 pixels of the grid point the Snap to grid feature does 
the rest and perfectly aligns the symbol on the grid. You 
could just as easily use the pen tool to join up grid points to 
draw histograms etc. 
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Screen shot of part of the non printing grid 
used in production of the artwork below 

Illustrator Enhancements 
Adobe have brought out 3 useful packages for use with 

Illustrator on the Mac. 
1. Carta font is a font containing US Geological Sur

vey symbols and other US orientated cartographic symbols. 
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2. Streamline is a standalone auto tracing programme 
that basically does what an auto trace should do. It works 
at 300 dpi and above on TIFF scans and can trace in centre 
line mode which is of most use in map work. The trace can 
be read into Illustrator and then enhanced. Unfortunately it 
does not produce a template, unless you are happy with your 
image and template being resized to 10" x 8", and so 
checking for accuracy involves saving your scan in PICT 
or PAINT format as well. Then when you open the traced 
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artwork file you should keep your fmger on the option key 
to enable you to open the relevant template file as well. For 
D1P it can help to reduce scan file sizes by using the outline 
mode to trace a scanned graphic (line art only) and saving 
in EPSF format for placing in your D1P program. 

3. Adobe Collectors Edition 2 patterns and Textures 
which includes 

i US Geological Survey and Cartographic patterns 
ii Lithologic Patterns and Textures (including 7 types 

of limestone!) 
iii Basic Graphics patterns and Textures 
iv Architectural Graphic Standards patterns 
v Classic patterns (ideal for wall paper design!) 
Most of them reproduce well on a laserprinter but they 

do increase printing times substantially especially on older 
LaserWriter Pluses which have limited memory compared 
to the LaserWriter II series. 

Illustrator Takes To The Air 
Reuters, the international news agency have added a 

new dimension to news journalism, commencing in April, 
with the announcement of the Reuters News Graphic Ser
vice. This service will beam news graphics produced ill 
Illustrator 88 on the Mac direct to subscribers for use in their 
newspapers, and will be available in colour or black and 
white. These graphics will be appearing in UK titles such 
as the Financial Times, the Observer, the Telegraph group 
and the London Daily News. The pilot scheme during the 
Seoul Olympics produced a favourable response for the 68 
panels of graphics produced in 16 days and beamed world
wide to 50 newspapers. 

Trevor Harris 

Lasertex 
Launched in January, I can recommend this paper for 

camera ready laser artwork. Technology Paper is based in 
Cambridge (Melboum Science Park no less) and says that 
Lasertex is the product of extensive research into the needs 
of the publishing and graphics industries. It is also good for 
the type of laser maps produced in academic institutions. It 
comes from the Tullis Russell mills and is of very high 
quality. The paper has a matt finish, no water mark and is 
available at 1 OOgsm, in A3 and A4. It does of course 'cost' 
and at £10.00 per 250 pack should be managed rather 
differently to that £2.00 per 500 sheets of 'bond' we all 
know and love. There is also a glossy version but I haven't 
tried it One word of waming ... with these type of papers 
the ink sits more on the paper rather than absorbs into it and 
as a consequence it should be treated like valuable art
work. .. ie spray it and give it a tracing paper cover when 
complete and has to be sent off for checking or to the 
printers. Do not of course stick drafting or other tape over 
any part of the image. The main advantage is a cleaner, 
sharper, blacker looking image. PS You need to buy six 
packs at a time. PPS They also do Inkjet and Thermal 
papers too. For more information contace: Technology 
Paper, The Moat House, Melboum Science Park, Cam
bridge SG8 6EJ Tel 0763 262652. 
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PC Globe 
It has been around for a year or two but Version 3.00 is 

just out Basically a computerized atlas that provides in
stant profJ.les of 177 countries. It runs in colour on IBM PC 
compatibles with a minimum of 512K RAM memory, DOS 
2.0 or later, EGA or VGA graphics and supports lots of 
printers and mouses. Installation is very straight forward 
and the screen displays are colourful and reasonably de
signed given the nature of the program ands its reasonable 
price (about $70 US or about £70 - why is that?!). Bulk 
purchases to educational establishments really help bring 
the price down ... to about £300 for a 10 user pack. 

The program has point and shoot capabilities where the 
user indicates with the mouse which county or group of 
countries is of interest and then is able to cross-compare 
data between them. Bar charts can be customized and 
downloaded to other software or printed out The country 
maps have a basic set of elevation detail plus locations of 
major cities, mountains etc, but the main interest will be in 
comparing socio, economic and political data. You can for 
example be dismayed by the number of dentists in Ban
gladesh whilst amazed at the number in Denmark. 

There are also some other nice features such as cur
rency conversions (you can set any currency against any 
other) and time zones and distances. Amaze your friends, 
hours of fun ... browse through it like you would a 'real' 
atlas! A Mac version is promised later this year! 

MICROSTATION from Intergraph 
The influence of an excellent demo was felt by my 

department when I came back from the BETT (British 
Education and Training Technology) exhibition at the Bar
bican last month desperate to get my hands on Microstation 
Mac. And it has arrived all £2650 of it! But to you my 
friends only £100 if you are prepared to sign your life away, 
swear allegiance to Intergraph and not loan, give, send a 
copy to anyone else especially anyone east of Brussels or 
west of Alaska! To be honest I haven't had time to use it 
yet, I am still putting the heavyweight but beautifully 
presented Reference Guide together and still in awe of the 
seven disks that accompany the guide .... remember those 
days when you just bunged a disk in and never bothered to 
read the manual? 

Anyway I'm sure I'm going to be very happy with my 
new 2D/3D CAD package, all I need now is a bigger, faster 
more colourful Mac to run it on ... oh now I see why there is 
a price difference ... £2550 must be the price of the machine 
that accompanies the software! Talking of machines, it 
will run on a 2Mb RAM Macii but is more comfortable with 
4 (I'm sure we all are!) Microstation is second only to 
AutoCad in terms of world wide sales and is well known 
and respected across many disciplines. It supports multiple 
screens and is probably best used in conjunction with two 
monitors, one split into four viewports and the other show
ing the current view. I'm looking forward to testing its 
drawing accuracy, a problem that has beset many a Mac 
user. Microstation 's drawing world is identical to that of the 
large Intergraph systems with its database based on 32-bit 
integer arithmetic. One example of the sort of accuracy 
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available is that a design space of 67 miles square can be 
plotted to an accuracy of .001inches! Another more prac
tical application is the warning in the manual not to use the 
'clipboard' to COPY as that accuracy only operates at 
16-bit And lets not forget its 3D capabilities, maybe we 
can start showing the world slightly more like it really is!? 

Training required for operation of such software is 
absolutely necessary and I would be interested to hear from 
any members who have also invested their £100 with the 
possibility of setting up a formal day or two at Intergraph. 

There are good reviews in Apple Business February 
1990 Vol3 Issue 2, and Design Management, February and 
March Issues 1989 

1)'pealign 
No one who wants curved lettering available to PICT 

documents should be without this very nifty DA (desk 
accessory) sitting under your Apple. You won't need the 
fancy and expensive Postscript programs to run it and it will 
let you align your curved lettering over your artwork before 
doing a sample cut and paste. It has freehand lines, circular, 
straight at any angle and normal left, right justification. 
Also instant 25/50 and 75 percentage grey. BUY IT! 

John Hunt 
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